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The editorial team…
Ann  Seema jain.         
Ann  Mamta Jhawar     
Ann  Ritu Gupta.           

W/o Rtn. Lokesh Jain
Ann Seema jain    

Ann Mamta Jhawar

Ann Ritu Gupta
W/o Rtn. Samir Gupta 

W/o Rtn. Sandeep Jhawar

Life in Lockdown

It would have been nice to be able to report progress in this 
over all world situation, but, sadly it isn’t.
There is no prospect of social activity or club activity in 
physical form returning to pre COVID-2019 levels in the 
foresable future.

We must therefore continue in isolation and make the best 
of it.

It is gratifying to show our members could plan and 
execute a COVID-case project with limited mobility to 
benifit over 2000 inmates of so many old age 
homes.(Rtn.Samir Gupta report in the following pages)

Meeting are continuing on the zoom platform with renewed 
enthusiasm.

We continue to publish our magazine as an e-bulletin for 
the current year.

I would look forward to your feedback on suggestions for 
improvements.

Rajesh Pamnani
Editor (2020-21)
Email: rajesh_pamnani@hotmail.com



THE PRESIDENT SPEAKS
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The month of August had been very August for RCSS . We had been busy in extending medical help to 
the elders of the society under our project “ COVID CARE FOR ELDERLY”

We have provided medicines & other medical equipments at 45 Old Age Homes which have a total 
strength of 2435 elderly people .

I am happy to share with you that there are many service projects being lined up you will be hearing 
announcements in times to come . We have had a wonderful & very informative speaker meeting with 
the Principal Director of MSME . 

It’s been a learning process for me too being President at RCSS . Each & every member at RCSS is a 
power house and this energy is being used to serve the community as per the needs. I am sure that by 
the end of September, we will achieving our target as set  for the first three months.
stay safe ... take care

President (2020-21)
Rtn. Vijay Rathi
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In late 1914, Europe was divided by hundreds of miles of trenches. British and French forces on one side were within shouting 
distance of German troops on the other. The pope made a plea for a Christmas truce, but the shooting continued.

Then, on Christmas Eve, soldiers from behind British lines heard an unexpected sound — not gunfire, but singing. Next, they 
heard a single voice shout out, "English soldier, merry Christmas!" followed by "English soldier, come out to join us!"

Both sides cautiously emerged over the parapet into the no man's land between the trenches. Before long, the soldiers 
realized that it was a real truce. They fraternized, singing Christmas carols, exchanging souvenirs and whiskey, and even 
taking up a friendly soccer match.

The cease-fire continued only two days before the troops returned to their trenches, resuming bloodshed for nearly four long 
years. But the story of the Christmas truce reminds us that peace is possible, if we choose to accept it. If peace can last a few 
days, could it not also last months or years? And how do we prevent conflict in the first place?

In his Nobel Peace Prize lecture in 1964, American civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. said, "We must concentrate not 
merely on the negative expulsion of war, but on the positive affirmation of peace."

With Positive Peace, our society's structures, policies, and everyday attitudes and actions promote justice at all levels, 
sustaining a peaceful coexistence. It's an answer to the calls for justice and peace we have heard on the streets in protests 
from Minneapolis to Paris this year.

Positive Peace, studied at our Rotary Peace Centers around the world, is not just an academic idea for the Rotary Peace 
Fellows. Through Rotary's partnership with the Institute for Economics and Peace, the Rotary Positive Peace Academy offers 
free training to every Rotary member on how to wage Positive Peace in every project we do at the grassroots level, including 
Foundation grants.

Positive Peace resonates at all levels of The Rotary Foundation. Our literacy projects help children gain equal access to 
literacy, so opposing sides on an issue can understand each other better. Through our Foundation grants that provide clean 
water, communities gain stability, as more children stay in school rather than fetching water for hours on end.

Our role as civil society leaders who wage Positive Peace will continue to expand, not only through partnerships and more 
grants, but also through our hearts, minds, and hands as we offer our gifts to make the world a better place.

K.R. Ravindran, Trustee Chair 2020-21

Source: Rotary International

Courtesy: eFlash_Rotary Kalamassery

ROTARY - INTERNATIONAL
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100 Percent Attendance

Regular attendance is essential to a strong and active Rotary club. The emphasis on attendance is 
traced back to 1922, when Rotary International announced a worldwide attendance contest that 
motivated thousands of Rotarians to achieve 100 percent attendance year after year. Many 
Rotarians take great pride in maintaining their 100 percent record in their own club or by making up 
at other Rotary club meetings. 

Rotary’s e-clubs make it easy for members to make up meetings online. To earn an attendance 
credit, Rotarians log on to an e-club’s Web site, read online material on a range of subjects, post 
comments, and submit a form to the club secretary. Find a complete list of Rotary e-clubs and the 
languages “spoken” at www.rotary.org. 

Although the RI Bylaws require members to attend only 60 percent of all meetings, many clubs 
encourage more frequent attendance because the absence of any member deprives the club of the 
value of its diversified membership, the contributions of all members to ongoing club projects, and 
the personal fellowship of each member. The club’s board of directors may determine appropriate 
reasons for excusing absences. From time to time, proposals have been made to give attendance 
credit for various reasons or to lower the minimum requirement, but such attempts have not been
adopted by the Council on Legislation. 

In 2001, the Council approved the creation of a New Models for Rotary Clubs pilot project to develop 
up to 200 new clubs that were more responsive to the needs of younger professionals. The new 
models clubs are allowed to operate outside the Standard Rotary Club Constitution and 
Recommended Rotary Club Bylaws. Many of these clubs have altered their meeting frequency and 
relaxed attendance requirements. If the pilot clubs prove successful, the Council on Legislation 
could adopt policies making these innovations permanent.

The Four-Way Test

One of the most widely printed and quoted statements of business ethics in the world is The Four-
Way Test. It was created by Rotarian Herbert J. Taylor in 1932 when he was asked to take charge of 
the Chicago-based Club Aluminum Company, which was facing bankruptcy. Looking for a way to
save the struggling company, Taylor drew up a 24-word code of ethics for all employees to follow in 
their business and professional lives. The Four-Way Test became the guide for sales, production, 
advertising, and all relations with dealers and customers, and the survival of the company was 
credited to following this simple philosophy.,Herb Taylor became president of Rotary International 
in 1954-55. The Four-Way Test was adopted by Rotary in 1943 and has been translated into more 
than 100 languages and published in thousands of ways. The message should be known and 
followed by all Rotarians: “Of the things we think, say or do: 
1. Is it the TRUTH? 
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOODWILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS? 
4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?”

S OF ROTARY

THE

Clifford L. Dochterman
President, Rotary International
1992-93
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Paul Harris — First but not First

Was Paul Harris the first president of a Rotary club? No. Was Paul Harris the first president of 
Rotary International? Yes. There is an easy explanation to this apparent contradiction. Although 
Paul Harris was the founder and organizer of the first Rotary club in Chicago in 1905, the man 
selected to be the first club president was one of the other founding members, Silvester Schiele. 

By 1910, there were 16 Rotary clubs, which formed an organization called the National Association 
of Rotary Clubs. Two years later, the name was changed to the International Association of Rotary 
Clubs to reflect the addition of clubs in Canada, England, Ireland, and Scotland. In 1922, the name 
was shortened to Rotary International.

When the first organization of Rotary clubs was created in 1910, Paul Harris was selected as the 
first president. He served in this position for two years, from 1910 until 1912. Thus, the founder of 
the Rotary idea, who declined to be president of the first club, became the first president of the 
worldwide organization, Rotary International.

First Names or Nicknames

From the earliest days of Rotary, members have referred to each other on a first-name basis. Since 
personal acquaintanceship and friendship are cornerstones of Rotary, it was natural that many 
clubs adopted the practice of setting aside formal titles in conversations among members. 
Individuals who normally would be addressed as Doctor, Mister, Professor, the Honorable, or Sir 
are regularly called Joe, Bill, Mary, Karen, or Charley by other Rotarians. The characteristic Rotary 
club name badge fosters the first-name custom. 

In a few areas, such as Europe, club members use a more formal style in addressing fellow 
members. In other parts of the world, mainly in Asia, the practice is to assign each new Rotarian a 
humorous nickname that relates to some personal characteristic or describes the member’s 
business or profession. For example, a member nicknamed “Oxygen” is the manufacturer of 
chemical gas products, while “Trees” might be the nickname for a Rotarian in the lumber business. 
Other members might carry nicknames like “Muscles,” “Foghorn,” or “Smiles” as commentaries on 
their physical characteristics. 

The nicknames are frequently a source of good-natured fun and fellowship. But whether a Rotarian 
is addressed by a given first name or a nickname, the spirit of personal friendship is the initial step 
that opens doors to all other opportunities for service.

Avenues of Service

The term Avenues of Service refers to the four parts of the Object of Rotary: Club Service, 
Vocational Service, Community Service, and International Service. Although the Avenues of 
Service are not listed in the constitutional documents of Rotary, many Rotarians use this concept to 
describe the primary areas of Rotary activity.

S OF ROTARY

THE

Clifford L. Dochterman
President, Rotary International
1992-93
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• Club Service involves all of the necessary activities Rotarians perform to make their club function 
successfully.
• Vocational Service describes the opportunity each Rotarian has to represent the dignity and value 
of his or her vocation to the other members of the club, as well as the responsibility of the club to 
undertake projects related to such areas as career planning, vocational training, and the promotion 
of high ethical standards in the workplace.
• Community Service pertains to those activities that Rotarians undertake to improve the quality of 
life in their community. It frequently involves assistance to youth, the aged, the disabled, and others 
who look to Rotary as a source of hope for a better life.
• International Service describes the many programs and activities that Rotarians undertake to 
advance international understanding, goodwill, and peace. Many International Service projects are 
designed to meet humanitarian needs in the developing world or to support relief and recovery 
efforts in the wake of disaster. When a Rotarian understands and travels down the four Avenues of 
Service, the Object of Rotary takes on even greater meaning.

The Rotarian and the Rotary World Magazine Press

The month of April is designated as Rotary’s Magazine Month, an occasion to recognize and 
promote the reading and use of the official RI magazine, The Rotarian, and the Rotary regional
magazines, which make up the Rotary World Magazine Press. 

The Rotarian has been around since 1911 as the medium to communicate with Rotarians and 
advance the program and Object of Rotary. A primary goal of the magazine is to support and 
promote key programs of Rotary. The magazine also disseminates information about the annual RI 
theme and the philosophy of the RI president, major meetings, and the emphasis of the officially 
designated months on the Rotary calendar.

The Rotarian provides a forum in which both Rotary-related and general interest topics may be 
explored. The magazine serves as an excellent source of information and ideas for programs at 
Rotary club meetings and district conferences. Many articles promote international fellowship, 
goodwill, and understanding. Regular readers usually have superior knowledge of the activities of 
Rotary and understand how each Rotarian may be more fully involved in the four Avenues of
Service around the world.

In addition to The Rotarian, the Rotary World Magazine Press includes 30 regional magazines 
printed in 23 languages with a combined circulation of more than 750,000. Although each regional 
publication has its own unique style and content, all provide Rotarians with up-to-date information 
and good reading in April — and all through the year.

S OF ROTARY

THE

Clifford L. Dochterman
President, Rotary International
1992-93

(... to be continued)
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RCSS - CLUB IN ACTION (LAST MONTH)

Chairman - Projects - Mr. Samir Gupta -

Old Age Homes - 11 Old age homes have 
been identified and a list of consumables 
and relief material was discussed, costing 
30000 per old age home. One time cost.

Joint Meeting - Keynote address by 
Chief Guest Ms. Anshula Kant.
(MD & CFO, World Bank Group)

Speaker Meeting - (Venue: Zoom Meeting) 

20
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Anns & Children Project 

PLANT A TREE

Fellow Members, Anns’ and Annets’ of Rotary Club of Secunderabad Sunrise - Here comes the first 
project for Annents’ or children (any age group) till date – PLANT A TREE!!!

Unless ONE digs a hole, ONE cannot plant a tree;
Unless ONE waters it, ONE cannot stop it from wilting;
Unless ONE adds manure, ONE cannot make it survive;
But if YOU do all of the above, YOU get pure OXYGEN.

All one needs to do, to participate is:
  To send us a video clip of maximum 2 minutes - in action of planting a tree or a plant briefly 
explaining its benefits. 
 Send us your name, age and educational qualification.

Confirmed: Each participant will be given a certificate of participation.

st
1  Reward: The best 2 videos would be awarded with a Sunrise Cash Prize of Rs 500 each. 

6 Months Later: A follow up of the same plant video for the participants to let us know how well has 
the plant survived.

nd2  Reward: Participants stand to earn a Sunrise Gift voucher after 6 months. A reminder of the same 
would be forwarded to each participant.

PLEA: We sincerely urge our members to help us inculcate good habits into our annets’ and children. 
We request one and all to promote all to participate in this Rotary Secunderabad Sunrise Family 
activity and send us the video by 15thof September 2020. 

Contact Details or Videos to be forwarded to:
Ann Seema Jain @9393469123

or
Ann Mamta Jhawar @9949042481

Life Mantra to learn from the project – Planet a Tree:
You can’t sow an apple seed and expect to get an avocado tree. The consequences of your 
life are sown in what you do and how you behave.

“The trees are God’s great alphabet:
With them He writes in shining green
Across the world His thoughts serene”.
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DESIGNATED MONTH                    

Update your classifications list and circulate amongst members and 
accordingly fill up the Vacancies
Educate members about membership Procedure
Induct New Members
Invite Retractors to join Rotary
Consider inviting Local Personalities to be Inducted as Honorary Members
Organise Seminar on Club level & a Public meeting inviting non rotary friends 
and Rotary Alumni to emphasis Advantages of Joining Rotary

August - Membership & Extension Month Membership and New Club 
Development Month, a time to focus on Rotary's continuing need for growth, 
to seek new members and form new clubs.
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September - Basic Education & Literacy
Area of Focus : Basic Education and Literacy Month, Promote Liteacy and 
It's a time when Rotary clubs and districts highlight Rotaract by joining in projects 
with their Rotaract clubs.
Initiate Adult Education class
Involve Youngsters / College Students as Teachers
Initiate E-Learning / Happy School Projects
Distribute Libraries
Develop Traffic park for Children
Arrange Traffic Awareness Lectures in Schools & Colleges



                     

I had been invited as a Rotary volunteer to teach 
Communicative English for 60 days by Rotary Dadu and 
Charter President Uen Chao Aircon in particular. Rotary 
Dadu had been having this project since some years back 
and with my experience of teaching English in Bangladesh 
between 2006-2012 several times, it was an advantage for 
me. In Dadu in Central Taiwan it was in Chui Fien 
Elementary School,  Dadu Elementary school, Da-dau 
Junior High School. I spent 3 weeks to 2 weeks in each 
school. In 2017, 2018, I had taught in Guangfu Senior High 
school and Dadu Elementary school for 45 days. Impressed 
with my teaching, I was told to re visit in 2019 which I did. I 
attended the Rotary Dadu meetings on Wednesdays and 
shared my experience and all Rotarians appreciated my 
work. The teachers and students loved me all and made me 
feel at home always. I was being hosted by Rotarians and 
non Rotarians too. Infact I was hosted by a family for 2 
weeks who knew not a word of English and we did well to 
communicate through Google Translator.
I toured during the weekends and visited Sun Moon Lake, 
Hualian and Nantou too.
The experience was a life changing one I must say in all 
respects. The cultural exchange helped the students to 
understand India better than what they already knew. All 
Taiwanese love India and its culture a lot. In particular 
movies of Aamir Khan, with special mention to Dangal, Tare 
Zameen par,  3 idiots etc. The students all come to school 
by 7:30am and clean the school and every classroom for 
half hour every day without any mistake. The teachers join 
them too. Each class is of 40 mins and 30 mins plus 10 mins 
preparation for the next class. The lunch break is for 1.30 
mins and lunch is prepared in school and very nutritious 
food. All schools that I taught in are public schools and each 
class have students varying between 20-30 students per 
class.
The impact has been tremendous and the best one is 
formation of Rotaract in Dadu and as an ex Rotaractor, that 
has been a great step forward I would say.I would love to 
repeat my training in 2021 too and as many times I can I’m 
extremely thankful to Rotary Dadu and Uen Chao in 
particular for providing me an opportunity to serve.
Rtn. Madhumita Bishnu
IPP & Club Serv Chair
E Club of Melbourne
RID 9800, Australia

Volunteer work in Taiwan in Nov 2019 to Jan 2020 :  Rtn. Madhumita Bishnu
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Madhumita Bishnu, PHF+2, PHS, Bequest Society 
Member, IPP & Club Service Chair of E Club of Melbourne, 
Dist 9800, Australia. Am a Charter member. Club was 
Chartered in 2013. Joined Rotary in 1999 after 9 years in 
Rotaract. Cadre Member of TRF. Member of several Rotary 
Fellowship Groups like ITHF, Singles, Wine Appreciation, 
Cruising, Photography, Social Area Network, E Club, ROTI 
etc. Have been Rotary Volunteer since 2004 and have done 
Volunteer work in Bangladesh, Taiwan several times.
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INTRODUCING OUR ANN’S OF THE CLUB

Ann Dr. Mridula Verma 
W/o Rtn. Suresh K Vema 

Name -              Dr. Mridula Verma 

Qualification -  MBBS,  DGO.

Hobbies     -     Listening to Hindi music- light and classical, Traveling and Gardening.
About Me   -     I originally belong to Taj city of Agra.After doing my MBBS fromwonderful SN medical 
college Agra, got married to Rt.Suresh  Verma, and moved to Hyderabad then I have done my post 
graduation in Obstetrics and Gynec  from Gandhi Medical College Hyderabad. Practicing privately 
gynec and obstetrics since then at Trimulgherry and karkhana area of Secunderabad.
I am proud mother of two-
Son Himanshu (an IIT  Bombay graduate)  and
Daughter Pallavi (MBA from Booth School of Business. Chicago) Both married and settled in USA.
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INTRODUCING OUR ANN’S OF THE CLUB

Ann Beena Ramnarayan 
W/o Rtn. Kappana Ramnarayan 

Hello I'm Ann Beena.
Married to Rotarian Ramnarayan for 28years. 
I was born and raised in Hyderabad to parents who were Bankers. 
I was the eldest with two other siblings. I had a wonderful childhood & a decent upbringing and I owe 
it all to my parents.
About me :
I was educated in a convent school called St.Francis where I completed my studies upto my 12th 
standard.
Since my parents had a transferable job I completed my graduation in commerce from SV University.
I worked with a  corporate for a while and had to give up my career to be a full time mom for two 
beautiful girl babies (Aparna & Nandita) who were twins.
After 19 years of being a homemaker, I moved out of my comfort zone and started to help my 
husband in his business and at the age of 46, I passed an entreprenuerial program from ISB(Indian 
School of Business).
My Hobbies :
I love gardening and being with nature
I love cooking and feeding family & friends
I love to go on long drives
I love to watch movies
I like to help make a difference to other peoples live in whatever small way possible within my 
capacity.
I hope thats about me in a nutshell.
Thanks for reading.

Rotary Club of Secunderabad Sunrise August 2020
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INTRODUCING OUR ANN’S OF THE CLUB

Ann Sheetal Dhumale (Monika) 
W/o Rtn Vinayak Dhumale (2020-21)

Name -              Sheetal Dhumale( Monika )  
 
Qualification -  B.com( Computers)
Hobbies -         Gardening ,Traveling,Music,Cooking
Occupation     Home maker
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Young Environmentalist
This new contest is looking for people like you, who care 
about the planet. Present your unique solution to 
environmental problems by entering this competition and 
change how we look at waste.
You can enter as a team or as an individual and come up 
with a clever way to address the challenge of waste 
minimisation.
Submissions are in project form and must show your 
ingenious way of tackling the issue.



INTRODUCING OUR ANN’S OF THE CLUB

Ann Padma Datla 
W/o Rtn Ravi Verma Datla 

Name -             Padma Datla

Qualification - M.A. English literature

Hobbies -         Designing patterns for clothesReading about ancient history and mythology. 
Profession -     Homemaker

Rotary Club of Secunderabad Sunrise August 2020
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RITU’S COLUMN - HINDUISM

BIRTHDAYS AND ANNIVERSARIES 
OF ROTARIANS & FAMILY MEMBERS

30

Sanatan Dharma

There's no parallel to the wisdom of Sanatan Vedic (Hindu) Dharma. It tells us to live with complete 
harmony with everything.  

Our Rishis said thousands of years before, 'Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam'. It means that whole world is 
one family. It includes not only human being but the entire Nature, whether living or non-living i.e. all 
minerals, plants, trees, rivers, mountains, natural forces (air, light, sound etc), animals etc.  

We must respect and treat with dignity every thing in the Universe. When every thing in the nature is 
considered one family, we take care of everything contained in it. This leads to best way of living with 
no damage to the environment. We don't pollute and destroy the environment in which we live. 
Showing respect to animals is as much important as to a fellow human being.

Sanatan Vedic (Hindu) Dharma treats all natural forces as Gods like Sun (light) God, Indra (water) 
God, Varun (vayu) God etc. and thus gives maximum respect to the nature. We worship rivers, 
moutains, trees, animals etc. to express our gratitude to them. It's best way to show our respect and 
protect the environment.  

Also, non-violence is deeply ingrained in 'Vasudhaiv Kutumbakam' because when you treat 
everything in the nature as one family, we don't commit any violance against anything within it, 
whether living or non-living, whether animals or humans.

The well being of humanity lies in Sanatan Vedic (Hindu) Dharma since it provides complete 
freedom to a man of thought, expression, belief, speech, action and to relate with God. It does not 
chain a person with any particular Ideology.

Some of the guiding principles of Sanatana Vedic (Hindu) Dharma are, (1) Asto ma sad gamaya - 
lead me from unreal to real, (2) Ahimsa Parmo Dharma - non-violence is best creed, (3) Satyamev 
Jayate - truth always triumphs, (4) Sarve Bhavantu Sukhina- let all beings be happy, (5) Sarva 
Dharma Sambhav- all religions are equal, (6) Aa No Bhadra Krtavo Yantu Vishwatah - let noble 
thoughts come to me from all directions,   (7) Satyam Bruyat Priyam Bruyat Na Bruyat Satya 
Apriyam - speak truth, speak love but not apriya satya, (8) Jiyo Aur Jeene Do - live and let live.

It prohibits killing of animals and promotes Vegetarianism. It prohibits polluting our air, water bodies, 
place we live i.e. environment for our safe living. It prohibits discrimination of any kind amongst 
human beings on the ground of ethnicity, nationality, religion, language, colour, caste/sect, sex etc. 
so as to provide equality of every body. It talks about universal brotherhood and is all inclusive.  

Whole world is today suffering 
from from environmental pollution. 
The problem of global warming, 
melting of ice, rise in sea water 
level, hole in ozone layer etc. can 
al l  be checked if we fol low 
Sanatan Vedic (Hindu) Dharma. 
The present pandemic of Covid 19 
is attributed to the degradation of 
Nature due to shabby treatment 
given to it by the humanity. The 
salvation of humanity lies in 
following the Sanatan Vedic 
(Hindu) Dharma which gives the 
message of truth, love, equality & 
non-violence.
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FROM MY KITCHEN

4
11

30
min

 Preparation TimeServings

Kitchen Measurements (approx.) 

Table spoon                  15 grams
Teaspoon                      5 grams
Cup                               200 ml
Glass                            250 ml

By Ann Neha Gupta   
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PANEER SUPREME - RECIPE

Ingredients for the Batter:
1 Cup Maida
2 Cups Milk
2 tsp melted ghee
1/2 tsp salt
Ghee for shallow frying pancakes 1/4 cup.

Ingredients for The Filling:

1/2 Cup finely chopped onion
1 small Capsicum (finely chopped)
3 pieces green chillies (finely chopped)
300 gms Paneer (cut into very small dice)
1/2 tsp chilli powder
1/2 tsp salt

Ingredients for  The Sauce:

1 bg Tomato [Pressure cook without water then liquidised.
It should be 31/2 tsp cups].
1/2 tsp. Chilli powder
2 tsp Tomato sauce
1 tsp salt
1/2 tsp sugar
1/3 cup cream

Method for Pancake:

Mix maida, milk, ghee, salt and make thin batter out of it.
Keep it covered aside for atleast 2 hours. Make thin pancakes out of it on a no-stick tawa using
little ghee.

   

 

Method for the filling:

Saute onions, capsicum and green chillies in ghee. Add paneer, chilli powder & salt. Mix it properly 
& keep it aside for the sauce, mix chilli powder tomato sauce, salt & sugar in the puree & give it a 
boil. When it starts boiling, add cream . Take oven proof bowl, first put little puree then arrange 
pancakes spread little paneer mixture ones the pancake, pour little mixture ones the pancake, pour 
little puree & repeat the same thing. Then, garnish with cheese & bake in oven proof bowl for 
10 to 15 min. 
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Kitchen Measurements (approx.) 

Table spoon                  15 grams
Teaspoon                      5 grams
Cup                               200 ml
Glass                            250 ml

By Ann Seema Goyal 
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CHOCOLATE CARAMEL SHOTS

Ingredients:

Chocolate Ganache
100-120  grams Dark Chocolate
50 ml      Cooking Cream
1/2 tsp    Coffee Powder
Caramel Sauce
3             tsp Sugar
1 tsp       Butter
2 tbs       Cooking Cream
Chocolate Crumble
Oreo or other Cream Biscuits
Roasted Walnuts

Procedure: 

01. Chocolate  Ganache preparation :
Take 100-200 grams of dark chocolate, slice it thin and 
melt it in the microwave for 30-40 seconds max or use 
double boiler. Mix 1/2 tsp coffee powder and 50ml cream. 
Mix it with melted chocolate and set it aside for it to cool 
down.

02. Caramel Sauce Preparation:
Heat pan on medium flame and add 3 tsp of sugar, don't 
stir just let the sugar melt, once it turns golden-yellow 
colour add 1 tsp butter and mix well. Now add 2tsp of cooking cream and turn the flame to low. 
Keep stirring and mix well until sauce gets darker. Switch off the flame and keep it aside to 
cool down, but keep stirring to that crystals don't form. 

03. Chocolate Crumble: 
Grind a packet of Cream biscuits in a mixer grinder and keep aside.

04. Assembly:
Now layer Chocolate Crumble, Caramel Sauce and Chocolate ganache in shot glasses and drop 
roasted walnuts in between the layers. Refrigerate for 15 min for it to set. Garnish with walnuts and 
chocolate.
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Ann. M.Vijaylaxmi
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An old lady always gave the bus conductor Cashew nuts,
Almonds to eat.

Conductor : So kind of you that you give me those nuts to eat
everyday. Why don’t you eat them yourself?”

Old Lady : “I don’t have teeth to munch them”

Conductor : “Then why did you buy them?” 

Old Lady : “I just love the chocolate around them!”

3 Important Stages of Life.. Before Marriage MAD For Each Other, During Marriage MADE For 
Other, After Marriage MAD Because of Each Other...

How to become a GENIUS... some text missing, find the missing text and surely you will 
become a GENIUS...

I am Looking for a Bank which can perform Two things for me, Giving me a Loan, and then 
Leaving me alone...

LAW OF EQUALITY:

The time taken by a wife when she says I’ll get ready in 5 min is exactly equal to the time taken 
by husband when he says I’ll call you in 5 min.

Listening to wife is like reading the terms & conditions of website. You understand Nothing...
still you click “I Agree”...

Chess is the only game in the world, which reflects the status of the husband. The poor King 
can take only one step at a time...while the might Queen can do whatever she likes...

All men are Brave. Horror movies don’t scare them but, 5 missed calls from wife surely does...

 
Shared by Ms.Chandrakala, Jumbo Bag Ltd.
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ROTARY CLUB OF SECUNDERABAD SUNRISE
www.rcss.in

Your opinion matters.
Like anything in this world, Rotary Club of Secunderabad Sunrise needs to remain agile 
and adapt to the changing needs of our tribe and community. How can we expect to 
continue doing ‘good’ in a World we can’t properly understand or relate to ?

For this reason, we’d love to hear your suggestions on how we could make our club better 
and/or help guide Rotary International in a more modern direction.
Do drop a line at

Editor / Webmaster

editor@rcss.in
webmaster@rcss.in

We value your suggestion 

All have been attributed to the rightful authors, to the best of our knowledge. 
If we have omitted something please contact us. The views and opinions expressed in the articles 
are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the editors.

Disclaimer

For Private Circulation Only
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